Using Articles Activity Sheet

Goals of this Activity Sheet
This activity sheet will give you the opportunity to fix practice sentences by filling in the appropriate article.

Directions:
Fill in each sentence with the fitting article.

1. I couldn’t drive ____ car to work today because it was being repaired.

2. Dave needs ____ laptop for college to complete his homework and study.

3. “Your room is ___ mess. Clean it before you go out tonight,” Mom said.

4. Ronda’s friends have started to hang out with her less and less; they learned she isn’t ____ honest person.

5. _____ photographer cancelled a day before their wedding; now, they’re scrambling to find someone to fill in.

6. Please give me ____ phone back.

7. Breaking Bad is ____ best show on TV.

8. Grab me ___ light bulb from the box. I need to replace ___ light.

9. Write ___ sentence of any length for creative writing practice.

10. That ratchet isn’t ____ right tool for the job. Grab ___ different tool instead.